
BEIJING: Protests spreading in China have been cat-
alyzed by fury at the government’s hardline zero-
COVID policies but have also exposed deep-rooted
frustration against the country’s wider political system.
People took to the streets across China on Sunday to
call for an end to lockdowns and for greater political
freedoms, in a wave of widespread protest not seen
since pro-democracy rallies in 1989. A deadly fire last
week in Urumqi, the capital of northwest China’s
Xinjiang region, sparked public anger, with many blam-
ing COVID-19 lockdowns for hampering rescue efforts.

China remains the only major economy with a strict
zero-COVID policy, with local authorities clamping
down on even small outbreaks with strict lockdowns,
mass testing campaigns, and lengthy quarantines. While
many had expected the policy to be relaxed after the
ruling Communist Party’s five-yearly congress last
month, Beijing instead doubled down. That fuelled the
public rage now playing out on the streets of some of
China’s biggest cities.

“People have now reached a boiling point because
there has been no clear path to end the zero-Covid pol-
icy,” Alfred Wu Muluan, a Chinese politics expert at the
National University of Singapore (NUS), told AFP.
Yasheng Huang, a professor at MIT, said on Twitter the
party’s new top leadership comprised of Xi Jinping loy-
alists was committed to zero-COVID. “Before the 20th
Congress there was hope of policy change, but the
leadership lineup of the Congress completely derailed
this expectation, forcing people to take actions into
their own hands,” Huang said.

‘Freedom to write!’ 
Anger over COVID lockdowns has also transformed

into calls for broader political change, with some in
Shanghai early on Sunday even chanting “Xi Jinping,
step down! CCP, step down!” Students protesting at
Beijing’s elite Tsinghua University on Sunday chanted
“democracy and the rule of law, freedom of expression”.
And demonstrators in Beijing on Sunday night shouted
slogans demanding “freedom of art” and “freedom to
write!” Demonstrators across China have also held up
blank sheets of paper symbolizing censorship. “I don’t
recall public protests directly calling for press freedom
in the past two decades,” political scientist Maria
Repnikova said in a tweet.

“What is very intriguing about these protests is how
single-issue focus on #covidlockdown quickly tran-
spired into wider political issues,” she said. Largely
young and social media savvy, protesters have organ-
ized on the web and used canny tricks to protest against
state censorship-from holding up blank papers to online
articles consisting of nonsense combinations of “posi-
tive” words to draw attention to the lack of free speech.
“The protesters are very young, and anger from the
bottom is very, very strong,” the NUS’s Wu said.

Scale and intensity 
What will particularly spook the party’s leadership,

analysts said, is the protesters’ rage at China’s top brass.
This, they argue, is unprecedented since the pro-
democracy rallies in 1989 that were ruthlessly crushed.
“In terms of both the scale and intensity, this is the sin-
gle largest protest by young people in China since the

student movement in 1989,” Willy Wo-Lap Lam, Senior
Fellow at The Jamestown Foundation, told AFP. “In 1989,
students were very careful not to attack the party lead-
ership by name. This time they have been very specific
(about wanting a) change in leadership.”

The scope of the protests-from elite universities in
Beijing to central Chinese cities such as Wuhan and
Chengdu-is notable, Lam said. Other analysts cautioned
against comparisons to the bloody events of 1989.
“There may not be overarching demand for political
reform beyond ending zero-COVID,” Chenchen Zhang,
an assistant professor at Durham University, tweeted.
“The urban youth today grew up with economic
growth, social media, globalised popular culture.” “The
past should not limit our imagination.”

Rare public protests in China are typically focused
on local officials and firms, with Beijing “cast in a benev-
olent light to come in and rescue people from local cor-
ruption”, said one expert. “In these protests, the central
government is now being targeted because people
understand that zero-Covid is a central policy,” Mary
Gallagher, Director of the Center for Chinese Studies at
the University of Michigan, told AFP. Experts were
divided on whether Beijing will respond with the carrot
or the stick. “Anger is very strong, but you can’t arrest
everyone,” Wu said. Peter Frankopan, Professor of
Global History at Oxford University, described the role
of police as delicate. “There will be considerable sym-
pathy, especially with younger officers, for the protest-
ers. So giving the order to crackdown brings risks too,”
he told AFP. The leadership will likely be forced to con-
front the unrest publicly.—AFP
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Authorities clamping down on outbreaks with strict lockdowns

BEIJING: Protesters march along a street during a rally for the victims of a deadly fire as well as a protest against China’s harsh COVID-19 restrictions in Beijing. — AFP 

Protests in China speak to 
deep political frustrations

Iran summons 
German envoy 
TEHRAN: Iran on Monday summoned the German
ambassador to protest last week’s UN Human
Rights Council decision, based on a resolution co-
sponsored by Berlin, to probe Iran’s response to
nationwide protests. It is the third time since the
demonstrations started more than two months ago
that Tehran has called in Berlin’s representative to
the Islamic republic. The nationwide protests fol-
lowed the September 16 death in custody of Mahsa
Amini, 22, after her arrest by morality police for an
alleged breach of Iran’s strict dress rules for
women.

At an urgent session requested by Germany and
Iceland, the United Nations’ highest rights body
voted on Thursday to create a high-level investiga-
tion into Iran’s deadly crackdown. The state news
agency IRNA said Iran’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs
had called in Germany’s ambassador, Hans-Udo
Muzel, “following the initiative of Germany to hold
a special session” of the UN rights council “about
the recent events in our country.”

Iran on Friday said it “totally rejects” the “use-
less” resolution and would not recognize the fact-
finding mission created by the rights council. The
foreign ministry reiterated this argument on
Monday. “The hasty and instrumentalised use of the
human rights question and the adoption of political
approaches to pressure independent countries
should definitively be condemned,” ministry
spokesman Nasser Kanani said at his weekly press
conference.

“These actions will not contribute to the promo-
tion of human rights.” In late October Iran’s foreign
ministry summoned Muzel to protest comments by
German officials which “incite riots” in the Islamic
republic, IRNA reported previously. Earlier this
month, the ministry again called in Berlin’s repre-
sentative following remarks by German Chancellor
Olaf Scholz who asked: “What kind of government
are you that shoots at its own citizens?”

An Iranian foreign ministry official condemned
those remarks and protested Germany’s “destruc-
tive attitude”. Iran labels the protests “riots” which
it says were encouraged by Western countries.
Other ambassadors, including from France and
Britain, have also been called in over the past few
weeks. During Thursday’s session in Geneva, UN
High Commissioner for Human Rights Volker Turk
said more than 300 people had been killed since
Amini’s death.— AFP 

4 dead as militants 
lay siege to a hotel 
in Somalia
MOGADISHU: Somali forces closed in on Monday on
Al-Shabaab militants laying siege to a popular hotel in
the capital, Mogadishu, where at least four people
have been killed in an ongoing attack. The crackle of
gunfire could still be heard coming from the besieged
Villa Rose 18 hours after the Islamists stormed the
hotel in central Mogadishu in a hail of bullets and
explosions. Mohamed Dahir, an official from the
national security agency, told AFP that government
forces had taken control of the hotel and pinned the
insurgents down in a top-floor room. “The terrorist
gunmen are trapped inside a room in the hotel and the
security forces are close to ending the siege very
soon,” he told AFP. “So far we have confirmed the
death of four people”, he said, adding that government
officials were among those wounded.

The Villa Rose is frequented by members of parlia-
ment and located in a secure central part of the capital
just a few blocks from the office of Somalia’s President
Hassan Sheikh Mohamud. Al-Shabaab, a militant group
affiliated to Al-Qaeda that has been trying to over-
throw Somalia’s central government for 15 years,
claimed responsibility for the attack. Police said the
gunmen rushed into the hotel in Bondhere district at
around 8:00 pm on Sunday and an operation was
under way to “eliminate” them.

Retaliatory attacks
Witnesses near the scene described still hearing

loud explosions and gunfire on Monday morning. “I
saw several military vehicles with special forces head-
ing towards the hotel, and a few minutes later there
was heavy gunfire and explosions,” said witness
Mahad Yare. In a statement late on Sunday, the African
Union Transition Mission in Somalia (ATMIS), a
20,000-strong military force drawn from across the
continent, praised the “swift” security response to the
attack. The Villa Rose website describes the hotel as

the “most secure lodging arrangement in Mogadishu”
with metal detectors and a high perimeter wall.

Al-Shabaab has intensified attacks against civilian
and military targets as Somalia’s recently elected gov-
ernment has pursued a policy of “all-out war” against
the Islamists. The security forces, backed by local mili-
tias, ATMIS and US air strikes, have driven Al-
Shabaab from central parts of Somalia in recent
months, but the offensive has drawn retribution. On
October 29, two cars packed with explosives blew up
minutes apart in Mogadishu followed by gunfire, killing
at least 121 people and wounding 333 others. It was the
deadliest attack in the fragile Horn of Africa nation in
five years.

Closely guarded zone
At least 21 people were killed in a siege of a

Mogadishu hotel in August that lasted 30 hours before
security forces were able to overpower the militants

inside. The latest hotel siege has raised questions as to
how the militants managed to reach the closely guard-
ed heart of Mogadishu’s administrative district unde-
tected. Armed checkpoints block roads into the area,
which also hosts a detention facility for high-value ter-
ror suspects overseen by the National Intelligence and
Security Agency. Somalia’s environment minister,
Adam Aw Hirsi, who lives in the Villa Rose, said the
attack was not a demonstration of an “emboldened”
Al-Shabaab.

“To the contrary, the desperate move shows that the
terror kingpins running for dear life are throwing their
last kicks. We’ll not let up the war,” he posted on
Twitter. The United Nations said earlier this month that
at least 613 civilians had been killed and 948 wounded
in violence this year in Somalia, mostly caused by
improvised explosive devices (IEDs) attributed to Al-
Shabaab. The figures were the highest since 2017 and a
rise of more than 30 percent from last year.— AFP 

MOGADISHU: Photo shows destroyed cars after a car bombing targeted the Education Ministry in
Mogadishu.— AFP 

TEHRAN: A handout picture provided by the office of
Iran’s Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei,
shows him in the capital Tehran, addressing a group
of Iranians from the central city of Isfahan. — AFP


